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gory of user is really interested in, nor has time to worry
about, the underlying issues of network availability, storage,
throughput guarantees, and so on, which are the concern of
the network and service providers. The latter are expected to
be provided by the infrastructure and models that support
NBE systems in a seamless and unobtrusive way, and to en-
able the users to go about their work flows of learning (stu-
dents) and teaching (instructors) without having to give the
NC ‘‘appliances’’ any more thought than they would to a pen,
paper, chalkboard, or overhead projector. Figure 1 illustrates
this point.

An example of a more general environment for NC is the
World Wide Web (WWW) (1,2). It could be the immediate
platform for the NBE system mentioned earlier [e.g., Web
Lecture System (3)]. The supporting infrastructure is the In-
ternet, which can be thought of as the global computer net-
work consisting of computers running the Transmission Con-
trol Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP). The WWW is the
subset of the Internet that supports the hypertext transfer
protocol (HTTP). The WWW is almost always identified with
the hypertext markup language–based (HTML) content to
which it enables access. Beyond this low-level description,
however, what makes the WWW worth using and studying is
the presence of the material that the WWW supports.

Fundamentally, what makes network computing worth-
while in an engineering sense is the combination of

NETWORK COMPUTING • The need for some resource-intensive ‘‘killer’’ applica-
tions, along with the opportunity for developing those ap-

What Is Network Computing? plications in a network-centric manner to share the cost
and maximize the utilization of available resourcesThe rapid expansion of the computing and communications

infrastructure is not only enabling new applications, but also • The need to provide less demanding, but guaranteed ser-
vices, to thousands and millions of users by thousands ofinfluencing the science of computing in terms of
providers separated in both time and space.

• The metaphors with which we view computing
This article surveys network computing in the large, as the• The architectures of computing systems

intellectual discipline that underlies the approaches that ad-• The specific technologies that enable those architectures
dress both the grand and everyday applications of today.

• The tools and techniques with which we construct them There has been some industry interest in the concept of net-
work computers, machines that may lack a local disk and rely

The term often used for this new paradigm is network comput- on the network for functioning at all. This is to be contrasted
ing (NC). NC environments (NCEs) are envisioned as collec- with the notion of national data and computing grids, which
tions of interactive and cooperating programs, tools, clients, promise to help ameliorate the resource crunch that is facing
and intelligent agents. These components are (ultimately) in- Internet users worldwide. We view the former as one special-
tegrated into an ‘‘appliancelike’’ environment that facilitates ized infrastructure and architecture for network computing
users’ (professional, learning, entertainment) activities by and shall address it only at a high level here, while the latter
maximizing active, friendly support for them and minimizing is more representative of the general network computing par-
their interactions with the underlying systems. adigm.

For example, consider a network-based education (NBE)
system, a typical NC application. The prime function of an

A Brief History of NC
NBE system is to maximize knowledge transfer and retention
to a large number of students distributed in both time and Computing technology has evolved enormously over the past

few decades. In our view, the evolution of the paradigms andspace. The student user is primarily concerned with the avail-
ability and quality of the educational material, regardless of architectures, and the technology and infrastructure has

tracked the evolution in applications. Each successive genera-when the lectures are given. The instructor, another type of
NBE user, deals with both in-class students and ‘‘live’’ remote tion of technology has sought to remove the bottlenecks that

prevent the expansion of the previous generation.students who attend the class. The instructor’s immediate
concerns range from the availability of the network-based Network computing, as a concept, has been present since

the early days of computing—in the form of distributed termi-presentation materials, the ability to interact with both in-
class and remote synchronous students, and the ability to cap- nals serviced by centralized computing facilities, then

through the workstation, client–server paradigms, and peer-ture class materials and exchanges to enable asynchronous
students to access the material at a later time. Neither cate- to-peer paradigms, and nowadays through a combination of
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Figure 1. Perspectives on a network computing ar-
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loss, packet delay, etc.

Service–providers view
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downtimes, updating, coat
number of users, etc.

Instructor–user view

Audio, video quality
image resolution;
availability of lesson;
quality of material;
interaction, etc. chitecture.

these and concepts such as the virtual local area networks tions, this paradigm was preserved although the size of the
network grew and the type of end-user stations changed.(LANs), wide-area ‘‘compute-girds,’’ and the WWW.

Table 1 summarizes the key features associated with each The early 1980s saw the emergence of the client–server
paradigm, which is a form of weak distributed computing. Ingeneration of computing technology: centralized, time-share,

client–server, peer-to-peer, high performance computing, lim- this paradigm, the user sits at a computer, which handles the
user interface and other application-specific computations.ited NC, and open NC. The corresponding representative ex-

amples are file-based data processing (DP), database manage- The computer could be a genuine workstation-type computer,
PC, or an X-station. The client, however, relies on the serverment systems (DBMS), computer-supported cooperative work

(CSCW), office work flows (WF), online analytical processing for all of its data management. The server can be a simple file
server or a database server. The latter also provides advanced(OLAP), virtual enterprises (VE), and electronic commerce

(EC). The data processing, user interface (UI), and mainte- functionality such as
nance columns are about the location of the corresponding
functionality or component. C, S, L, and R refer to client, • Concurrency control—to keep the various clients from in-
server, local, and remote, respectively. advertently destroying each other’ s work

When computers were first networked in the 1960s, they
• Transactional support—to guarantee atomicity of the

were expensive mainframes. The paradigm of usage was time work performed by a client
share in which multiple users could access a single main-

• Backup and recovery—in case of media or system failureframe computer. All of the computation was performed on the
mainframe; the users communicated through plain terminals.
With the development of database technology and minicom- The client–server architecture can be thought of as based on

the remote-procedure call (RPC) mechanism. RPC provides aputers and the expansion of computing into newer applica-

Table 1. The Generations of Computing Technology

Generation Technology Example Data Proc. UI Maint. NW Mbps

Central Main DP S S S S 0
Time share Main, phone DP S S C S 0.1
Client–server Mini, LAN DBMS C/S C/S C C/S 10
Peer Workstation, LAN CSCW L/R L/R L L/R 100
High-performance computing Main, Workstation, OC3 OLAP L/R L/R L L/R �100
Limited NC Workstation, ATM Office WF R L/R L R �100
Open NC Workstation, Internet VE, EC R L L L 0.1–100
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programmatic interface through which computing resources • NC paradigms and architectures are ways of thinking
about how user work-flow needs may be provided in dis-at remote hosts can be accessed. However, its fundamental

shortcoming is that it is synchronous or blocking—in other tributed computational systems. They provide the means
and methodologies for the global design of systems thatwords, the caller waits until the callee can produce a result.

Thus it is not an efficient means to use computational re- realize user applications.
sources. • NC technologies are system-level building blocks with

The next generation of computing, already being deployed, which the global designs are instantiated.
is true distributed computing. This is also called the peer-to- • NC infrastructures provide the network and computing
peer paradigm. In this paradigm, the different nodes ex- system functionalities on which the preceding technolo-
change asynchronous messages, in which neither party waits gies subsist.
unnecessarily.

Interestingly, the WWW in its present incarnation follows
These concepts are discussed in more detail in the sectionsthe client–server paradigm. This is because HTTP, the proto-
that follow.col that underlies the WWW, is a client–server protocol. A

browser (working as client) can request information from a
WWW server; the server cannot unilaterally send updates to

APPLICATIONSthe browser. The next version of HTTP will, however, admit
both the present pull-based paradigm and the peer-to-peer

Network computing has a large number of important applica-push-based paradigm.
tions. These applications, though in widely different domains,
share the characteristics that they are often large-scale, dis-
tributed, heterogeneous (both in their software and hard-Scope and Organization
ware), open (in that they can grow and shrink dynamically),

Over the years, the focal solutions were driven by the techno- and composed of locally autonomous units. We provide an
logical and usage bottlenecks. Network bottlenecks tend to overview of some of the most interesting and important prob-
put the computing power on the desktop, central processing lem domains in which NC is applied.
unit (CPU) bottlenecks tend to provide distributed access to
powerful centralized resources, while information distribution
tends to promote peer-to-peer interactions. The main result of Enterprise Integration
this evolution is the conclusion that, in general, as the com-

Enterprise integration is one of the oldest applications of NC,plexities of the social and physical world in which computers
and in fact predates the emergence of the WWW by severalare deployed are better addressed, it turns out that network
years. This application arose as a consequence of the success,computing can provide greater efficiency—and hence reduced
but also the limitations, of previous data-processing technol-cost and improved quality—in the construction and mainte-
ogy. As computing systems came more powerful, databasesnance of complex computational applications.
became ever more prevalent in all kinds of organizations. ForConsequently, we base our presentation on a work-flow-
our purposes, enterprises are government or business organi-based treatment of network computing. Work flows are a se-
zations viewed in terms of the information they acquire, own,ries of structured human tasks, computations, and interac-
and manage in pursuit of their key functions. Enterprisestions among them that arise during accomplishment of any
came to depend on online databases for almost all of theirset of focused activities (e.g., teaching, scientific problem-solv-
business needs. All too often, several databases were built ining). In other words, a work flow is a multitask activity that
an ad hoc manner in different parts of an organization. Theseconsists of human and computational tasks coordinated in an
databases, although individually useful, would not and couldappropriate manner. Work flows are often executed on a num-
not talk to each other. Not only could the knowledge of anber of computer systems and over a number of databases.
enterprise not be put together, it was often also the case thatNowadays, it is common to associate such systems with
the different databases were mutually inconsistent. Naturallyagents. Although agents are a common buzzword, all too of-
enough, this led to poor decision support, leading to losses inten, agents may be nothing but daemons, or specialized utility
productivity, quality, and, ultimately, the bottom line.processes and programs that help NC systems operate in a

In a conceptual sense, integrating preexisting systems is inmore integrated and autonomous fashion. In general, agents
general a harder problem than designing distributed systems

are persistent entities with some autonomy, which perceive,
afresh. Many systems, especially those based on older main-

reason, act, and communicate. The agent metaphor is a pow- frame architectures, allow data to be accessed only through
erful one, but only when coupled with the metaphor of inter- narrow, inflexible interfaces. Such systems are frequently
action. When we couple the two, we obtain multiagent sys- termed legacy systems—the term was chosen with a dispar-
tems. NC is fundamentally based on the notion of interaction. aging connotation. Legacy systems and their interfaces can-
For this reason, we believe that NC environments of the fu- not be easily modified. No reasonable approach would try to
ture will almost certainly be populated by hosts of agents of modify them significantly. This is because of two main rea-
the latter kind. In that context, four important layers of con- sons: (1) the complexity of the programming effort that would
sideration are be required to achieve any modifications, and (2) the con-

straint that older applications continue to run as before, since
• NC applications refer to the end-user systems that may they typically have a wide user base that relies heavily upon

be thought of as providing direct support in response to them. Thus, the integration must permit newly developed ap-
plications to coexist with previous applications.user work-flow needs.
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However, integrating preexisting systems has major ad- rary—as each matures and as regulations and other op-
erating conditions change, each of these would inevitably endvantages over implementing distributed systems from

scratch: up with a heterogeneous mix of legacy systems.

• The existing systems typically serve important business Virtual Enterprises and Manufacturing
functions, which it would be undesirable to disrupt.

Virtual enterprises (VEs) are a concept that resembles enter-
• The need for the integration results from the growth or prise integration but go beyond it in terms of allowing multi-

restructuring of an enterprise (e.g., because of mergers ple independent enterprises to come together, sometimes for
and acquisitions), or because of a new way of under- only the duration of a single collaborative project (7). For the
standing the information processes carried out in the en- duration of the project, the different participants in a VE be-
terprise (e.g., because of reengineering or refocusing). have as if they were part of the same enterprise, although
This need is not of the sort that can be addressed once they might preserve their autonomy and privacy with greater
and for all, but rather will naturally emerge again and intensity than in the traditional case. VEs sometimes emerge
again over time. from the business interests of the participating entities who

• The integration offers an opportunity for preserving mutually decide to form the given VE. At other times, for ex-
whatever we can of the autonomy of the individual com- ample, in large government-funded projects, a VE may be
ponents. A redesign that results in a new conceptually formed by the funders by distilling and combining the best
monolithic system, even if improved, would not be quite expertise of the individual bidders. VEs thus emphasize the
easy to reuse. This is because monolithicity is a liability challenges of openness and dynamism, and in the face of
whenever a system needs to be modified. Modifications maintaining the autonomy of the collaborating organizations.
may be essential as needs within the components change In principle, virtual enterprises can arise in any domain.
or another restructuring takes places, for example, to However, they are often associated with manufacturing, be-
separate the business divisions that had been put to- cause that domain lends itself well to collaboration among au-
gether before. tonomous organizations. A representative effort is SMART,

which is a multiyear, multimillion dollar manufacturing ap-
plications project being sponsored by the US government (8).As a concrete example, on which one of the authors previously
SMART stands for MES–adaptable replicable technology.worked (4), consider a large company that provides a variety
MES stands for manufacturing execution systems, which de-of telecommunication services. We studied the work flow for
scribes the major kind of flexible manufacturing systems.establishing a telecommunication link between two specified
SMART is being conducted by the US National Industrial In-points (this is termed service provisioning). In the original
formation Infrastructures Protocols (NIIIP) consortium (9).work flow, a set of paper forms was received that gave a num-
SMART uses intelligent agents to control manufacturing exe-ber of relevant details about the service being ordered. These
cution (10). A virtual private network (VPN) is a network thatforms were entered into the system. A test was then per-
is restricted to the members of a virtual enterprise. One offormed to determine if the telecommunications equipment re-
the interesting SMART technologies is based on informationquired for the order was already in place. If so, the service
contracts, which apply among the participating enterprisescould be provided relatively quickly; otherwise, the processing
within a VPN. Such contracts are key in having autonomouswould be delayed until the equipment was added.
entities interoperate for flexible manufacturing.In the original work flow, service provisioning typically

would take several weeks and require coordination among
many operation-support systems. Configuring the operation- Electronic Commerce
support systems to perform such a task often would take sev-

Electronic commerce (EC) roughly corresponds to doing busi-eral months. Our goals were to reduce this time to less than
ness through electronic or network-centric means. EC hastwo hours and to provide a way in which new services could
been around as a concept since the early days of computing.be introduced more easily. Our strategy for accomplishing
However, earlier efforts at EC, which achieved only moderatethese goals was to (1) interconnect and interoperate among
success, were limited in their goals. What they primarily of-the previously independent systems, (2) replace serial opera-
fered was some standardized means of exchanging informa-tions by parallel ones by making appropriate use of relaxed
tion: such standards are known as electronic data interchangetransaction processing (5,6), and (3) automate previously
or EDI standards. EDI standards typically did not achievemanual operations, thereby reducing the incidence of errors
industrywide acceptance and were often just enforced by largeand delays.
vendors or suppliers on other corporations that sought to doThe reduction in time is of competitive significance in the
business with them. Also, by and large, EDI and related ECmodern business environment. The US telecommunications
work did not address commerce or trade as such but onlyhas gone through a phase of deregulation, which reduces or
sought to facilitate the flow of information once the detailsabolishes several governmental regulations, but also enables
had been negotiated and agreed upon in advance.new companies to compete in markets that were previously

The modern vision of EC is far more sophisticated and am-controlled by government-supported monopolies. In the case
bitious. It is now considered within our reach to have auto-of the enterprise we are discussing, a majority of its competi-
mated means of conducting trade in an open setting. Servicetors emerged relatively recently. As a consequence, the com-
providers and users can be thought of as agents who can ne-petitors typically had newer computing systems, which were
gotiate with another, who can represent and reason aboutbetter optimized for the specific task at hand. As remarked

before, this advantage of the competitors is only tempo- contractual details, and who commit themselves, that is, are
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empowered to commit the person whose interest governs which they have to fit, and of certain quality constraints dic-
tated by these larger work flows. By describing scientific com-their actions.
puting and problem solving as work flows, we allow for the
advanced techniques being developed in work-flow research,Computer-Supported Cooperative Work
as well as performance and QoS work deriving from the high-

Computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) is a class of
performance networking and communications arena. These

applications that involve people to collaborate in performing
include sophisticated notions of work-flow specification and of

some task over the computer. CSCW involves tools through
tool kits and environments for describing and managing work

which people can achieve the effect of a shared work space
flows and recognition of performance issues that have pre-

even when physically distributed. Natural and important ap-
viously been reserved for analysis of networks (e.g., that the

plications of CSCW are authoring of programs or documents.
end-to-end throughput observed by a user at the application

Some issues in CSCW are purely of a distributed comput-
level will typically be that of the device or process with the

ing nature, for example, to ensure that the documents being
lowest throughput capacity in the path). In this way, NC-sup-

produced can be consistently viewed at different sites. Other
ported scientific work flows are to problem-solving environ-

work concerns techniques for version management and for as-
ments what business work flows are to NC-based enterprise

sisting humans in merging divergent versions into a single
integration.

consistent one—this task can in general not be fully auto-
mated, because merging two versions of documents requires

Distance Educationintimate understanding of their content.
Another class of issues deals with explicit shared work Network-based education (NBE) refers to provision of educa-

spaces, not only those indirectly reflected in the artifacts be- tion using NC resources. We take a systems view of such edu-
ing manipulated. This requires more sophisticated techniques cation using the work flow concept (15–17). This concept rec-
of user interfaces and the creation of realistic or believable ognizes the educational process as a system that involves
environments, for example, for virtual reality. interactions among a variety of individuals including teach-

ers, researchers, learners, advisors, and administrators
Scientific Computing through a series of work flows primarily involving the access,

creation, teaching, or manipulation of the subject matter.Like all NC environments, modern scientific computing and
These activities can become particularly intense and difficultproblem-solving environments (PSEs) are collections of coop-
to manage and synchronize. Understanding the educationalerating programs, tools, clients, and intelligent agents (11).
work flows is key to effective application of technology to edu-These components are integrated into an environment that
cation. Only when advanced computer technology is correctlyfacilitates user interaction (such as problem statement and
mapped to the educational process through the work-flowsolution engineering) and cooperative execution of the compo-
model can its fundamental benefits begin to approach full re-nents charged with the solution tasks. An example is a sys-
alization.tem that would help an environmental scientist or regulator

The most important NBE system entity, and the principalto pose environmental engineering questions (problems), de-
quality driver and constraining influence is, of course, thevelop, execute and validate solutions, analyze results (e.g., in-
user. NBE users can be classified into a number of categories.cluding coupling with Geographical Information System data
Four nonexclusive important categories are students, instruc-and visualizations), and arrive at a decision (e.g., a cost-effec-
tors, authors, and system developers (16,18). Examples oftive strategy to control chemical emissions). Such a PSE
other important general categories of users are parents of thewould consist of a management, analysis, and computational
students, employers of continuing and adult education stu-framework that would be populated with a variety of numeri-
dents, and educational administrators. Special categories ofcal models and data that describe the science behind the phe-
special interest are kindergarden through grade 12 users,nomena, the solutions of interest, and the decision rules (12).
community college users, university users, and adult educa-It is usually assumed that a modern PSE is distributed across
tion users. Functional and usability requirements derive, fora number of central processing units that may or may not
the most part, directly from the NBE user profile.reside in one physical computer. In fact, the advent of high-

System developers are responsible for the development andperformance computing engines and networks, the potential
maintenance of the system software and resources, authoringof new technologies to guarantee quality of service (QoS), and
tools, courseware tools, and so on. Authors are coursewarethe ready access to network-based information through the
developers. It is essential that authors be pedagogical andWWW is bringing serious numerical and problem-solving ap-
content experts, but not that they be computer experts. In-plications closer to a broad base of potential users. The next
structors deliver the course material. They sample and com-generation of large-scale PSEs is expected to operate in na-
bine existing lessons, customize, and update and developtional compute-grids: a mesh of high-performance computa-
courses and projects. System support for tutoring, student–tion, data storage, and database nodes interconnected by a
instructor interaction, and student evaluation is essential.high-speed backbone (2.4 to 10 Gbit/s) (13,14).
Students are the most important users. They require appro-Users expect not only the provisioning of high-quality nu-
priately reliable and timely lesson delivery, easy-to-use inter-merical computing algorithms and software, but also integra-
faces, collaborative support in local and remote joint projects,tion of these solutions with advanced computational and
instructors’ help, and so on. Since the class of the future isnetworking frameworks, and with day-to-day operational
likely to include students and instructors who are widely sep-environments and work flows. The work-flow paradigm en-
arated geographically, who may not able to attend lectures onables appropriate description and analysis of coexistence and

melding of scientific work flows with other work flows into a preset schedule, and who come with different backgrounds,
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the tasks for system support and instruction should scale the functionality) (25). Ubiquitous computing thus typically re-
quires mobile computers as well as infrastructure for mobilebarriers of space and time as well as of student diversity.

Therefore, a successful large-scale wide-area NBE system telecommunications, such as cellular telephony. While cellu-
lar telephony is not yet available everywhere, several majorshould:
efforts are underway in populating our skies with networks
of satellites to enhance its availability in the near future.• Support a large number of students that range from na-
Wireless networking has not yet been standardized to the ex-ive to sophisticated.
tent that one may use a single phone or wireless data line• Support construction and delivery of curricula to these
even across the regions where some cellular telephone infra-students by facilitating the work of thousands of instruc-
structure exists, but that day is coming.tors, teachers, professors, and parents that serve the stu-

dents.
• Support generation of adequate content diversity, quality PARADIGMS AND ARCHITECTURES

and range. This may require support for many hundreds
of authors. Distributed Objects

• Be maintainable with a relatively small number of sys-
An NC environment provides all the computational facilitiestems personnel.
necessary to solve a target class of queries, interactions, or
problems efficiently. A natural unit for interaction is an ob-

Open Information Environments ject. The advent of wide-area high-performance networks has
prompted development of distributed object-oriented environ-Open information environments were indirectly discussed in
ments that make use of geographically widely separated com-some of the applications discussed previously. They are a uni-
puting resources and allow an equally distributed communityfied way of thinking about environments in which information
of users. A typical distributed object environment is a combi-resources may be added or removed dynamically. Thus the
nation of distributed user interfaces, agents, object libraries,information resources are autonomous—a property they in-
knowledge bases, and a variety of enabling and integratingherit from their human owners. Current environments based
technologies that facilitate user interaction (such as problemon the WWW are usually open in this sense. This is what
statement and solution engineering) and cooperative execu-makes it difficult to enforce any consistency on the behavior
tion of the components charged with the solution tasksof specific applications. A consequence of openness is that
(11,26).standards emerge slowly and are typically the ‘‘least common

This need for effective and efficient communication amongdenominator’’ in their extent. Thus on the WWW, HTTP and
the NCE components (or objects) is recognized by both re-HTML are standardized, but the content or even additional
searchers and software manufacturers. In recent years, thisstructure of the documents served on the WWW are not. A
has resulted in a proliferation of communication buildingnumber of other efforts and standards either exist or are in
blocks, or middleware, for distributed scientific computingthe making [e.g., Open Graphics Language (GL)].
and problem solving. The functionality and the mode of opera-Open information environments require a wider variety of
tion of middleware usually introduce extra overhead. Thisinformation access techniques. Traditional structured or text
overhead is accentuated in environments where the NC re-databases support querying, where a query is formulated by
sources (such as workstations and supercomputers) are inter-the user, and its evaluation yields some results that are re-
connected by high-speed links (e.g., switched 100 Mbyte/s orturned by the database. We often have sources that produce
155 Mbytes/s links). Such an environment can magnify anyinformation continually in a stream of ‘‘articles.’’ Such infor-
middleware communication deficiencies and make the mid-mation streams must be filtered by specifying some kind of a
dleware a major performance bottleneck. Some specific exam-pattern that selects the desired articles.
ples of the middleware (e.g., CORBA, DCOM, PVM, MPI), andA major issue in open environments is resource discovery
its performance are discussed below.because, unlike in closed environments, it is not clear where

A higher-level issue associated with distributed objects isa query or filtering request may be directed (19,20). Whereas
in the management of their interfaces. A number of ap-in retrieval, the consistency of the results is often an issue, in
proaches, based loosely on the notion of directories—whitefiltering and resource discovery, consistency is not well de-
pages and yellow pages—exist. A type broker is an object, lis-fined, but the relevance of the results is crucial. Retrieval and
tening at a well-known address, which carries informationfiltering are of about the same complexity in closed and open
about the ‘‘types’’ supported by other objects. These types areenvironments, but discovery is significantly more complex in
not just the data types but include the signatures of the dif-open environments. To be scalable and manageable, it re-
ferent functions or services supported by those objects. An ap-quires some kind of distributed indexing techniques (21).
plication can use a broker to find the objects that offer ser-
vices of a desired type and then communicate with themUbiquitous Computing
directly.

Ubiquitous computing refers to the vision—fast becoming a
reality—that computing should be accessible to users no mat-

Collaborative Environments
ter where they are (22–24). One such item is a wearable com-
puter, a continuously active computer that, in the future, is Students taking classes at a distance need to interact with

each other and with the instructor, distributed groups of sci-expected to inhabit our wallets, briefcases, clothes, and possi-
bly bodies (e.g., communication implants, health-monitoring entists and engineers that work on a problem or a report need

to communicate with each other and show their work, andimplants, and small information appliances with powerful
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geographically distributed physicians may wish to consult Interoperable systems are based on the ideas that the com-
ponents and their schemata are entirely autonomous. Nowith each other regarding a patient. All these tasks can be

made easier and more productive through use of NC. In gen- global schema is required, although middleware would be re-
quired to make the already functioning components interoper-eral, network-based collaboration among, and with, users of

NC systems can significantly enhance their experiences and ate. The data may be accessed through multiple applications
and languages.improve their joint work results. This requires groupware

that facilitates file sharing, collaboration, discussion, and
Transaction Processingso on.

For example, in the area of NBE, PLATO and NovaNET We think of transactions as an abstraction for programming
(18) were the first multimedia learning environments that composite activities in information environments.
supported extensive interaction among students as well as
communication between the tutors and the students through Traditional Transactions. A traditional transaction is a set
a facility that lets one or more of the collaborators watch and of operations on a database that satisfies the ACID proper-
interact with the screen of another collaborator. There is cur- ties. ACID is an acronym that describes a traditional transac-
rently a host of commercial tools that provide similar or more tion: it must be atomic (all or none of the operations happen),
extensive facilities. These range from teleconferencing to consistent (concurrent execution of the transactions do not vi-
white-board sharing to chat rooms. Examples are full versions olate any integrity properties of the database), isolated (con-
of graphical WWW browsers, the IP Multicast Backbone currently executing transactions do not share any data), and
(MBONE) toolset (27) numerous Video-over-IP ventures, and durable (once a transaction commits, its results are perma-
Microsoft’s Netmeeting. In general, groupware for collabora- nent, unless updated by another transaction). ACID transac-
tive project development needs to consider both synchronous tions have proved remarkably effective in a number of data-
and asynchronous interactions, group document control, and processing applications (32). Unfortunately, they are not well
maintenance. A related, but more encompassing, concept is suited to heterogeneous systems, which are a large and im-
that of collaboratory (28–30). Collaboratories provide virtual portant component of the environments for network comput-
spaces that enable collaboration among parties that are not ing. There are two main reasons for this.
present at the same time or place. Interaction groups form as
needed and group members share their documents, software, • Atomic commit protocols are inefficient because of distri-
data, instruments, and knowledge in a virtual environment bution and often impossible because of autonomous leg-
that is an extension of their natural work environment. acy applications. Local autonomy is often sacrosanct, be-

cause of technical and political reasons. Some resources,
for example, legacy databases, are technically closed inMultidatabases and Interoperable Systems
that they have no visible precommit state. A visible pre-

The conceptual schema of a database describes the structure commit state is essential for executing two-phase commit
and content of the information stored in a database indepen- and other mutual commit protocols involving those re-
dent of its storage in physical memory (31). sources. Furthermore, some components of heteroge-

Traditional databases keep all of their data at one site. neous systems are owned and managed by different orga-
This has obvious problems of access time and reliability. Ac- nizations or divisions of an enterprise, which cannot or
cordingly distribution of some kind is desirable. The simplest would not grant control to another agency.
form of distribution is by replication in which the different

• The semantic requirements in heterogeneous applica-
sites have the same schema. A variant is one in which the tions are often complex and need more sophisticated task
information is partitioned systematically to improve local pro- structuring than ACID transactions (6).
cessing and reduce redundancy. For example, each branch of
a bank may store only its local information. However, the Extended Transactions. For the reasons given previously, a
schemata are the same everywhere. A more general approach number of extended transaction models (ETMs) have been
allows differing schemata, but the schemata are still built proposed (6), which generalize the ACID model in different
from the same vocabulary and are designed to combine prop- ways. Each ETM requires customized scheduling.
erly with each other. The local schemata are merely projec- Let us consider the DOM model as an example of an ex-
tions of the global schema, which provides the sole way of tended transactions model (33). This model considers a com-
accessing the database. The location and replication of the posite activity as a multitransaction, which consists of a num-
information are hidden from the user. The above kinds of sys- ber of component activities. The activities may be mutually
tems fall under the category of distributed databases. temporally ordered; some may be optional. Some activities are

More general and powerful approaches are obtained when designated vital, which means that their failure causes the
the sites have different schemata, and the schemata were not failure of the entire multitransaction. Activities can have de-
designed at the same time. Such approaches are heteroge- pendencies among them to indicate the steps necessary when
neous in their schemata. Heterogeneity is typically not added different combinations of the activities fail or succeed.
by design, but arises because of a realization that the infor-
mation already stored in the various databases ought to be

WORK-FLOW MANAGEMENTshared. New application programs are written that access in-
formation from the different databases. However, the pre-

Modelingviously designed programs that need information from a sin-
gle site continue to function as before. This is called a Recall that work flows are composite activities that achieve

interoperation of a variety of system and human tasks. Workfederated database or a multidatabase.
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flows must satisfy subtle domain-specific integrity and organi- sive, and whether specifications stated in that language can
be automatically processed. The pioneering work of Chry-zational requirements. Consequently, flexibility in execution

is crucial. A promising means to achieve flexibility is through santhis and Ramamritham (40) developed a simple temporal
language that could capture the scheduling aspects of all ofdeclarative specifications with automatic distributed schedul-

ing techniques. the known ETMs. However, they did not study the scheduling
aspects per se. Work by Attie et al. (41) and Singh (15) hasFor traditional (homogeneous or centralized) environ-

ments, database transactions provide effective and robust addressed the latter challenge as well.
support for building applications. Unfortunately, correspond-

Agents and Multiagent Systemsing support is not available in heterogeneous environments.
The application programmer must procedurally encode all The term agent is overloaded in the literature. For our pur-
necessary semantic requirements. Work flows are widely re- poses, agents may be defined as persistent computations with
garded as the appropriate concept for structuring complex ac- some autonomy that perceive, reason, act, and communicate.
tivities, and work-flow management systems would provide Agents can capture or serve the interests of human users,
functions analogous to those provided by present-generation information sources, or service providers. These agents may
transaction monitors. Accordingly, increasing attention has be independently created by different parties, or may even be
focused on work flows (34,35). preexisting. For this reason, agents can be naturally applied

As the prevalence of heterogeneity is being appreciated, in NC.
the importance of work flows is increasing. Although scores of The simplest applications of agents are in simplistic user
work-flow products exist, relatively few of these are inte- interfaces, as programs that filter electronic mail or those
grated with databases. Even the best of those integrated with that perform network searches. Such applications of agents
databases often have centralized implementations and offer do not rely on many of the properties that make agents scien-
little support for semantic or recoverability properties. For ex- tifically interesting and often could be more succinctly de-
ample, XSoft’ s InConcert operates on a single server—it lists scribed in terms of ordinary programs.
distribution as a future challenge (36). Action Technology’s The agent metaphor is most valuable when coupled with
ActionWorkflow is also centralized and more geared toward the metaphor of interaction among computations. Their com-
computer-supported collaborative work than database trans- bination yields multiagent systems. Multiagent systems prom-
actions (37). IBM’s Flowmark offers strong support for busi- ise a natural, compositional way of building complex NC sys-
ness processes, but has a centralized implementation. How- tems (42). The interactions specify how the computations of
ever, associated with these products are useful techniques for the agents come together to obtain the desired behavior. In
process modeling and capture. These include ActionWork- contrast with a single-agent system, in a multiagent system,
flow’s ‘‘language/action’’ model of human interaction, and the agents may cooperate to search different components of
Flowmark’s activity-network model of processes (38). the information space and share their findings. Conversely,

the agents may compete or negotiate as in electronic com-
Programming and Enactment. Work flows are not only mod- merce or even to decide how to split the information space

eled but must also be enacted. There is much anecdotal evi- that they are supposed to search.
dence that the best way to program work flows (or any kind Multiagent systems also promise the development of com-
of software models) is to make the models themselves execut- positional systems from autonomous, heterogeneous, but in-
able. Indeed, this is what is done in all the workflow systems teroperating parts. This is because the agents can be locus of
and prototypes. autonomy; they can satisfy the minimum standards for inter-

Procedural Approaches. The traditional approaches to pro- action while hiding the implementation details of the systems
gramming and enacting work flows are procedural. The work they represent in a multiagent system. The need for interop-
flows are specified essentially as activity graphs. Executable erability is driving a lot of research into languages and tech-
code is generated from these graphs in a straightforward niques for
manner. Hooks are added in for whatever external procedures
or applications must be invoked. The implementer has to do

• Agent management, by which agents can register them-
a fair amount of system integration work in ensuring that selves with some sort of a domain name server, advertise
the databases are accessed properly and the graphical user their capabilities, be found, and have requests made of
interfaces reflect the ongoing state of the work flow. them

Declarative Approaches. A newer class of approaches is de-
• Agent communication, by which agents may send mean-clarative. It is motivated by the fact that activity graphs by

ingful messages to other agents to inform them of variousthemselves give no idea of the structural properties of the
facts, to request services, or to promise services of theirwork flow, but higher-level abstractions to capture the inter-
ownrelationships among the composite activities must be cap-

• Ontologies, by which the agents can share the terminol-tured.
ogy in which their assertions, requests, and promises areThe simpler abstractions involving control and data flow
expressedcan be borrowed from the ETM literature. However, the sheer

variety of ETMs precludes hard-wired approaches for sched- • Interaction protocols, by which agents may participate in
uling each ETM. The declarative approaches provide a small certain routinized interactions such as in a specific auc-
number of primitives that can be used to specify ETMs tion protocol
(39–41).

The success of the declarative approaches depends on A de facto standard for multiagent system architecture is
emerging. This architecture includes roles for agents to repre-whether they include a language that is simple yet expres-
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sent human users, information resources, brokers, and ontolo- synchronous teacher–student interaction. Other functionali-
ties are needed in the case of other types of horizontal inte-gies. We return to this later.
gration. This frequently requires strong support for collabora-
tive activities.Enhanced Work-Flow Management

Vertical Integration of the Flows. Interactions and negotia-
The section entitled ‘‘Work-Flow Management’’ describes tions also have to take place between the end-user layer of an
work-flow technology as it exists today. Although much prog- NBE environment and the underlying infrastructure (plat-
ress is being made on work-flow technology, some important forms, software, computer hardware, interconnecting net-
issues remain unaddressed. These include (1) semantic or re- works) in order to provide the throughput, keystroke delays,
coverability properties demanded by serious applications, (2) jitter, and other services that an NBE application or user ex-
distributed implementations, (3) ease of specifying and modi- pects. We call this vertical integration of education work flows
fying work flows, and (4) formal models of work-flow computa- with event, control, and data flows that occur at infrastruc-
tions to give a solid foundation for the reasoning necessary to ture layers. The network- and platform-related flows and QoS
design, analyze, and reliably enact workflows. This is not to capabilities of the information infrastructure (e.g., power of
blame the products—these properties that are not handled by the user platform, network capacity, supercomputing facili-
the products remain a research challenge today (43). Indeed, ties) have to be appropriately matched and interfaced with
it is their success in important applications (44), that fuels a the needs of the user’ s educational and training work flows.
continued interest in research into work flows. Applying work flow technology to a specific university

To remove these limitations requires extensions along at course requires information about the syllabus, participants
least two dimensions. We envision work flows as incorporat- (both faculty and students), schedules, and instructional facil-
ing both semantic and organizational requirements. The for- ities and technology and development of the corresponding
mer category includes abstractions from extended transaction operational profile. An operational profile is the set of relative
models that relate to correctness, concurrency control, failure frequencies that tell us how often a particular function or ca-
handling, and recovery. The latter category includes abstrac- pability is requested in practice (47). Specifically, given a syl-
tions from business modeling that relate to organizational labus, a schedule, and the student profiles, one would first
structure, roles of participants, and coordination among them categorize the students by qualifications and learning styles,
and the information system. These topics are being actively then produce a mapping between the syllabus topics and the
researched (45,46). However, it is significant that these ef- student learning models. This would allow mapping of the
forts would be greatly facilitated by an infrastructure that needed content teaching approaches to content topics. This
includes a generic and rigorous approach to work-flow speci- mapping may include the placement of feedback points, an
fication and scheduling. For its intended use, the specification estimate of the process feedback rates, location of testing
and scheduling functionality should apply to activities whose points, and reinforcement of learned material. The final step
component tasks are not restricted in any way. Some of the would be to map these needs to NBE system functionalities,
constituent tasks may be database transactions; some may based on instructor or author qualifications and preferences,
involve human interaction; some may be other kinds of com- available resources, etc., to obtain an operational profile that
putations. needs to be supported during the course. The mappings and

Enhanced work flow management is a natural application the operational profile allow us to recognize teaching alterna-
of agent techniques. Agents can provide the flexibility and tives and introduce adaptive or fault-tolerant teaching into
high-level interactions that it requires. Furthermore, agents the educational model.
can help us think not of isolated work flows, but work flows
that interact with other work flows, horizontally and verti-

TECHNOLOGIEScally. We discuss these concepts later in the context of the
education example introduced in the section entitled ‘‘Dis-

Distributed Computingtance Education.’’
Horizontal Integration of the Flows. Education work flows Typically, an NC environment consists of a number of cooper-

are expected to coexist, cooperate, and meld with other user ating subsystems. Each of the subsystems can be a ‘‘mini-NC’’
work flows. Therefore, they must support compatible inter- consisting of modules that work together to solve a problem.
faces and constraints. We call this horizontal integration of This is more evident in an environment where the workload
the work flows at the level of end users. For example, many is distributed among a number of machines. In fact, there is
students from industry that work during the day may prefer a growing trend to view NC modules as (specialized) dynamic
to incorporate the majority of their continuing education into software parts or objects. For example, some can be repositor-
their daily or weekly routine at times that suit them, for ex- ies for high-level scalable computational models that can be
ample, evenings or weekends, because they cannot match used by other network-based PSE subsystems whenever nec-
their workplace processes with the traditional school or col- essary, others can be data centers, yet others can be actual
lege teaching work flows. However, this particular challenge (or virtual) computation engines. In general, an NC subsys-
to traditional education work flows cannot be met without ex- tem might be expected to export its functions to other subsys-
tensive technological and pedagogical support that allows (1) tems or allow direct user access to them through a graphical
decomposition of the synchronous teaching or learning cycle user interface (GUI). To accomplish this in an effective and
into a primarily asynchronous component (with minor syn- efficient fashion, it is usually a good idea to use software
chronous interactions), and (2) at the same time preserves ‘‘glue’’ (middleware) that has an established and tried perfor-
and maximizes the quality of learning and the knowledge mance and functionality. Effective NC presupposes some com-

bination of the following functionalities.transfer rate that is normally associated with the classical
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Unicasts and Multicasts. An NC subsystem that requires the restrict ourselves to information-level middleware, although
middleware can in general arise even at the lower levels ofservices or functions of other utility processes can obtain

them by sending peer-to-peer messages requesting the ser- the system architecture.
Some examples of middleware are numerical functionsvice. For collaborative systems, multicast (or one-to-many)

messages are useful for collecting status information, notify- available through numerical libraries and graphical functions
available through graphical libraries and reusable object li-ing about events, broadcasting common information, and

so on. braries. Other examples are wrappers or mediators (48).
Wrappers perform simple language or protocol translations.Synchronous and Asynchronous Messages. The communica-

tion mechanism should support synchronous messages that For example, a language wrapper may map the operators in
a text keyword search query into operators that would be rec-allow client processes to issue requests to NC components and

to wait until they receive replies from them, and asynchro- ognized by the underlying system. Another language wrapper
may map a structured database query into a lookup on spe-nous messages that allow clients to issue messages and not

wait for replies for them. An asynchronous mechanism is im- cific fields in an HTML form. A protocol wrapper may map a
remote procedure call into an asynchronous query for whichportant for systems that use messages to trigger functions

and to notify events. the response will be matched to the query and returned to
the calling program. Mediators are like wrappers, only moreEfficient Data Transfer. Some NC subsystems, such as visu-

alization or data-mining tools, may require transfers of large sophisticated. They can encode larger varieties of metadata,
for example, the reliability of the information in the databasevolumes of data between machines. It is important that the

communication infrastructure be able to do this efficiently or how the values in the database map to values in another
database. Mediators use encoded knowledge about data toand without negative impact on NC system performance.

Interfacing with External Processes. NC components may create information for higher-level applications, providing a
logical view of the underlying information. Mediators can, inneed to communicate with other processes and systems that

are not part of the NC infrastructure but whose services or principle, learn from the data. The popular generic agent-
based architecture, shown in Fig. 2, incorporates mediators.support are needed to solve a problem. In general, these out-

side processes may communicate using a protocol, messaging, A prominent example of NC communication middleware is
the parallel virtual machine (PVM). A virtual machine is anand a communication system that is not part of the NC envi-

ronment. For example, a PSE subsystem may need to keep abstract environment that is (ideally) platform independent
and protects the programmer from the idiosyncrasies of thetrack of other processes on a machine to calculate system

load. Its communication infrastructure should allow and sup- distributed computing systems on which the application will
operate. Another example is Inferno, a product developed byport these external communication channels.

Remote Access to Services. The utility of an NC system may AT&T. Of course, a popular virtual machine is offered by Java
(49). The general discussions that follow (including that onbe greatly enhanced by allowing the functions of the individ-

ual subsystems to be invoked from other processes or subsys- performance of middleware) apply to a broad range of mid-
dleware software, including Java.tems. For example, such remote access to NC functions and

methods allows an NC system to be used as a component in
a larger system or as an agent in a collaboration for another
problem.

Quality of Service (QoS). The utility of an NC system de-
pends considerably on the quality of service that it can pro-
vide to its users. NC middleware should be QoS sensitive, and
it should have functionalities that allow (1) communication of
application level QoS needs to lower levels, (2) communication
of infrastructural QoS constraints to the application, and (3)
ability to negotiate (on behalf of a user) a set of QoS parame-
ters that maximize an application-level objective function. For
example, for education, the ideal QoS parameters would max-
imize knowledge transfer and retention. For environmental
decision support, the general objective would be to minimize
time to make correct decisions. More specific objective func-
tions are needed for different system use modes.

System Integration

When (heterogeneous) modules have to interoperate in a sin-
gle system, it is advisable to not have to modify the modules
themselves. Similarly, reuse of standard functionalities from
libraries of functions or objects should be preferred to reim-
plementation. In general, middleware is the answer to the
challenge of reuse and easier use of lower-level functions. It
is based on the idea that a small amount of ‘‘glue’’ may be
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inserted between mismatching, more basic, or more difficult-
to-use components in order to enable their interoperation. We Figure 2. Perspectives on a network computing architecture.
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Middleware MPP can only read and write into their respective local mem-
ory. They synchronize with one another by explicitly calling

Of special interest to NC are two types of middleware that
library procedures. Data are moved between local memories

facilitate exchange of messages and information objects. It is
sending and receiving messages via explicit procedure or sub-

important that this middleware not impose an overhead that
routine calls.

would translate into failures to deliver the QoS expected by
Other examples of similar software are P4, Express, and

the users.
Linda. P4 is a library of macros and subroutines developed by
Argonne National Laboratory for programming a variety of

Message Passing. An important part of a modern NC frame- parallel machines, and support of both the shared-memory
work is its ability to facilitate effective and efficient communi- model and the distributed-memory model. Express is a com-
cation among the NC components (or objects). This is recog- mercial collection of concurrent computation tools. The idea
nized by both researchers and software manufacturers, and, is to start with a sequential program and following a recom-
in recent years, it has resulted in a proliferation of communi- mended development life-cycle transform it into a parallel
cation building blocks for distributed computing. The best program using the provided toolset. An alternative to both
known examples are PVM and the message passing interface shared memory and message-passing parallel programming
(MPI) (50,51). They are specialized message-passing libraries is provided by Linda. Linda is a concurrent model that uses a
for scientific and other computing that in combination with ‘‘tuple-space’’ abstraction for communication among cooperat-
message and process brokers allow relatively easy distribu- ing processes (53,54). It is an abstraction of distributed
tion of a parallelized problem over a number of processing shared memory with some important differences, including
units in order to increase the system’ s computational perfor- association, and is available as a commercial product.
mance. Computation platforms include everything from lap-
tops running Windows 95/NT to multiprocessor supercomput- Object Exchange. Another flavor of information exchange
ers running Unix. Although not originally intended for this middleware is a variety of, usually CORBA-compliant, com-
purpose, both PVM and MPI can be used to distribute not mercial object brokers that can be used to construct NC appli-
only fine-granularity solution elements (such as code seg- cations. The common object request broker architecture
ments) but whole programs and PSE parts. (CORBA) was proposed by the Object Management Group

PVM was originally developed by Oak Ridge National Lab- (OMG) as a standard specification for distributed object com-
oratory and the University of Tennessee (51,52). PVM enables puting (55). CORBA makes possible the reuse of software
a collection of heterogeneous computer systems to be viewed through distributed object computing. The primary compo-
as a single parallel virtual machine. It transparently handles nent of CORBA is the ORB core, which provides transparent
all message routing, data conversion, and task scheduling transfer of requests and replies between clients and object
across a network of computers with diverse hardware and op- servers. CORBA defines two types of method invocations that
erating systems. An application is cast as a collection of coop- a client can use to invoke an object’s methods. The static invo-
erating tasks that access PVM resources through a library of cation interface (SII) is similar to a local method call where a
standard interface routines. These routines allow the initia- client can invoke a method on an object without knowledge of
tion and termination of tasks across the network, as well as the object’s location or implementation. The dynamic invoca-
communication and synchronization among them. PVM tasks tion interface (DII) is a more flexible approach than SII. Here,
may possess arbitrary control and dependency structures. a client does not require compile time knowledge of the meth-
XPVM provides a graphical interface to the PVM console com- ods supported by an object. It can retrieve information about
mands and information, along with several animated views to the object method definitions from a repository and dynami-
monitor the execution of PVM programs. HARNESS is the cally construct a method invocation request. CORBA tool kits
next generation of this technology. It explores dynamic vir- developed by different manufacturers enable creation of
tual machine capabilities, such as virtual machine collabora- frameworks composed of cooperating distributed objects. A
tion, merging, or splitting, and plug-in interfaces for dynamic client can invoke methods on objects residing in any process
extensions to a parallel virtual machine, as well as methodol- on any machine. The distribution mechanism is kept hidden.
ogies for intelligent parallel applications, that is, those that Objects residing in a different process are managed by a
discover each other, dynamically attach, collaborate, and server process, which receives method invocations directed to
cleanly detach. the objects that it manages and returns the results back to

MPI is the outcome of a community effort to define the the client. CORBA implementations use a daemon process to
syntax and semantics of core message-passing library rou- manage server processes on a particular machine.
tines that are widely useful and efficiently implementable on
a range of parallel processors (50). MPI is not a complete and

Itinerant and Stationary Agentsself-contained software infrastructure. It does not include pro-
cess management, (virtual) machine configuration, nor sup- There are two main ways to implement agents: as stationary
port for input and output. MPI is limited to the message-pass- or itinerant (also termed mobile). Stationary agents are gener-
ing (parallel) programming (MPP) model, which is a ally implemented using some kind of a rule-based system.
distributed memory model with explicit control parallelism. They include functionality to access local information re-
The message-passing model is regarded as a viable means of sources, for example, through mediators. Most importantly,
programming both on multicomputers and on heterogeneous they communicate with other agents, for example, to inform,
networks of workstations. This is considered a definite advan- request, or make promises.
tage when developing applications that may be ported after- Itinerant agents, by contrast, are designed to change their

location while executing. There is a lot of interest in suchwards onto a massively parallel multicomputer. Processes in
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agents, and they seem to capture the popular imagination. equally varied. Two special groups of computing devices are
network-oriented and deserve a closer look.However, as a consequence of their mobility, such agents tend

to be smaller than stationary agents. The sites on which they
execute must be trusting or more secure so that incoming Network Computers. Network computers are envisaged as
agents cannot damage them. Conversely, they must guaran- diskless workstations that download all of their executable
tee that the integrity of an incoming agent will not be vio- code from the network. The potential advantage of such ma-
lated. chines is that their administration might be simpler. Manag-

We emphasize that the key difference between itinerant ing a large number of networked computers, such as in a
and stationary agents is not conceptual but implementa- large corporation or university, is a major problem, one aspect
tional. One can achieve the same functionality with either ap- of which is upgrading the software on the various computers.
proach. Itinerant agents demand stronger security from a sys- Thus a potential solution is highly attractive. Network com-
tem, but can potentially lead to superior performance in puters can be useful in restricted settings where the user may
settings where the data are large and the customized pro- have no say about the software running on their machines.
gramming is small. However, a convincing empirical case re- For example, all bank tellers would be required to use the
mains to be made. same version of the account maintenance software, and peo-

ple with dumb terminals may be willing to use whatever ver-
Management. Agent management refers to the set of func- sions of software are installed on the servers.

tionalities through which agent systems can be managed. However, the value of network computers to assist in this
These include a way for the agents to register and unregister task is less clear if the users have any say about what soft-
themselves, advertise their services, find other agents, and ware they run and in what versions. In such a case, the prob-
transparently change their location if necessary. Although lem of maintaining the computing environment will be
agent systems have long included such functionality, there is multiplied back to its present size. Having different software
a recent push to standardize it that is being supported by the on one site from where it can be downloaded is not an advan-
Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) (56). tage any more, precisely because of the development of other

aspects of network computing—if you can manage remote
Communication Languages. If separately developed agents computers, not much is lost by letting the software remain

are to interact intelligently—whether to cooperate or com- there as well.
pete—they must be able to communicate with one another.
Successful communication presupposes a shared language. Mobile Computers. Although all computers can in principle
Some aspects of the language are in the application-specific be carried along, mobile computers are those that are conve-
terms used—this relates to data heterogeneity, and one of the niently portable by users. There are three main kinds of mo-
best ways of addressing it is through the use of ontologies bile computers:
(57,58).

The other major aspect of communication is in the actions
• Laptops are the largest and most powerful variety. They

that the agents perform through communications. This fol- can handle almost all of the tasks of a desktop computer.
lows the key intuition of Austin that communication is a kind However, when mobile, they would typically be con-
of action (59). These actions are termed performatives and are strained by a lower bandwidth. Although laptops are
classified into a few major categories: assertives (informing), ideal for certain computation-intensive tasks, such as
directives (requesting or querying), commissives (promising), document preparation or interfacing to complex scientific
prohibitives, and declaratives (causing events, as in electing computations, they are not ideal for lighter tasks such as
a leader process). messaging or information access.

A shared language must have a shared syntax and seman-
• Personal digital assistants (PDAs) are the smallest andtics. Recently, a standard has emerged under the sponsorship

lightest variety, which can be used for simple tasks suchof the FIPA (56), which seeks to include the previous work on
as keeping one’ s schedule, accessing email, or accessingthe Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (60) that
information, such as maps, over the WWW (23). With in-was sponsored by the U.S. Defense Advanced Research Proj-
creased communications functionality, these are becom-ects Agency (DARPA). This work reflects good progress, al-
ing what are now called Communicators.though an objectively verifiable or falsifiable semantics re-

• Wearable computers refer to a range of hardware (25).mains to be discovered (61).
Sometimes they are fairly large computers, comparable
to laptops that are carried around in a backpack. More

INFRASTRUCTURE appropriately, however, they are computers that can be
carried attached to one’s clothing—on a belt or armband.

Computers and Operating System Wearable computers rely extensively on specialized in-
terfaces they have for hands-free operation. Thus theyThe lower layer of infrastructure that supports NC includes
can take input by speech of gesture and give output bythe actual networks: the wires, light pipes, wireless equip-
audio or on displays that are also wearable, for example,ment, routers, switches, networking cards, firmware, and
projecting on the user’s special eye glasses.software that operates these units. It also includes the physi-

cal computers and other network-related devices and appli-
ances (e.g., input and output devices) that are needed for full What makes mobile computers interesting are the applica-

tions they enable and the special requirements they have foroperation of an NC application. The computers can range
from laptops to supercomputers. Operating systems can be networking, leading to special QoS challenges.
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Network Support address space. Soon it will be replaced by a new protocol,
IPv6 (63,64).

In general, a computer network is a system that connects end-
Two examples of middle-layer protocols are TCP and User

user workstations and devices separated in space. A classifi-
Datagram Protocol (UDP). TCP resides above the IP layer. It

cation into local-area networks (LANs), metropolitan-area
is connection-oriented, and it assures reliable, full-duplex

networks (MANs), and wide-area networks (WANs) is conven-
byte-stream communication between user processes. Most In-

tional. LANs connect computer systems that are close to-
ternet applications use TCP. UDP is connectionless and unre-

gether, usually not more than a few kilometers apart. WANs
liable but has low overhead. For this reason, UDP is em-

span countries and continents. MANs are usually not sepa-
ployed by a number of multimedia applications that provide

rately studied and are included in one of the other two cate-
their own reliability and pacing rules.

gories.
A recent, but prominent, member of the top layer is HTTP.

A number of underlying technologies exist. LANs are often
It uses TCP, and it is the foundation protocol for WWW.

connected via Ethernet (10 Mbyte/s), token ring (4 Mbyte/s to
HTTP is a transaction-oriented client–server protocol and is

16 Mbyte/s), Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) (25 Mbyte/
most often used between a WWW server and a WWW

s, 100 Mbyte/s, 155 Mbyte/s), Fast and Gigabit Ethernet (100
browser. An example of a more ancient, but still active, mem-

Mbyte/s, 1 Gbyte/s), or Fiber Distributed Data Interface
ber of the top layer is File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for trans-

(FDDI) (100 Mbyte/s). The technologies for WANs tend to be
mission of files between systems. There are a number of other

even more varied. They range from T1 (1.544 Mbyte/s), T3
applications at the same level, including Telnet, and a Simple

(45 Mbyte/s), to ATM over synchronous optical network (SO-
Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP).

NET) (155 Mbyte/s to 10 Gbyte/s). The hardware that actu-
Higher-level network-based tools needed for collaborative

ally directs and moves the packets and cells and frames
components of the NC include white boards, chat rooms, and

ranges from switches, to routers, to bridges.
telepresence solutions. All these are combined with actual
end-user application software to form NC end-to-end solu-

Network Protocols. We can view the infrastructure that tions.
supports NC as a hierarchy of three layers: hardware and
data transmission infrastructure (or data-link layer), net- Internet and Intranets. The Internet is a WAN. It is based
working and transport (or OSI layer-3 protocols and OSI on the IP protocol discussed above. An intranet may be loosely
layer-4 protocols), and applications. This is illustrated in Fig. defined as a network that is functionally just like the In-
3. The first layer varies widely and can include media access ternet, but restricted to the computational environment of an
methods such as Ethernet, FDDI, ATM, and token ring. enterprise. Intranets thus promise higher security than the

The middle layer includes the so-called TCP/IP suite. The Internet by blocking of access from outside. However, they
Internet Protocol (IP) standard and its associated protocols support WWW-like hypertext. Because of their additional se-
[e.g., Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), Address Res- curity, Intranets are used within enterprises to manage inter-
olution Protocol (ARP), Reverse Address Resolution Protocol nal processes. For example, they are used to define sets of

forms, link them, and execute them appropriately with re-(RARP)] are designed for delivering information through sys-
spect to the enterprise’s business models. When the ongoingtems of packet-switched computer communication networks
processes in the enterprise are made explicit, the resulting(62). The basic blocks of data exchanged between end-to-end
system is sometimes termed a process-driven intranet (65).IP layers are called IP datagrams. Data sources and destina-

Intranets, for the most part, tend to be LANs. However,tions are network hosts identified by fixed-length addresses.
the intranets of some larger companies span counties, states,The IP also provides for fragmentation and reassembly of long
and even continents and use technology that is more appro-datagrams, if necessary, for transmission through small
priate for WANs.packet networks. IP provides a connectionless and unreliable

service. Any association among datagrams, flow control, and
Network Performance. One of the common ailments of theany error checking and reliability functions (beyond a basic

WANs that today comprise the Internet is that the resourcesself-check of its headers) needs to be provided by higher lay-
are oversubscribed and that during peak load times thisers. The current version of IP, IPv4, is reaching the end of its
translates into lower quality of service for end-users. Figureuseful life, primarily because of the limitations of its 32-bit
4 illustrates the problem. The vertical axis shows the delay
in receiving the same WWW page between east and west
coasts of the United States during different times of the day.
The horizontal axis is in 30 min intervals starting at mid-
night on Friday (Saturday 0 hours). We see that during week-
days delays can be unacceptably long during the peak hours
of 8 AM to 8 PM. It is obvious that if one wishes to use the
Internet for adequate support of advanced NC applications,
such as distance education or collaborative interactive work
(where 250 ms may be excessive for a keystroke return), we
need an infrastructure that will actively support quality of
service for different categories of applications and users. In-

App/Process

Xport+Net

Data–Link

Client

App/Process

Xport+Net

Data–Link

Server

Node Node Node

Response

Request

ternet 2, the next-generation Internet infrastructure, is ex-
pected to provide adequate management of the resources thatFigure 3. An illustration of the path (and overhead) between an NC

client and another top-layer component (e.g., server). would, for applications that need it, essentially flatten the
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Figure 4. Illustration of Internet congestion
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Fig. 4 curves to an acceptable (and nearly constant) response neering and logics of program are, therefore, of great poten-
tial value. Formal methods can apply in various ways, suchtime. This will require cooperation of not only the networking

layers but also of the application layers and applications as the following:
themselves. Internet 2 is expected to start operating in the
near future over Optical Carrier backbone meshes [OC48 (2.4 • Capturing requirements precisely
Gbyte/s) and OC192 (10 Gbyte/s)], and its edge and core de-

• Verifying individual application programs—this is no
vices will entertain protocols and mechanisms that will as- different than verification in general
sure adequate user-level quality of service.

• Verifying protocols for the interaction of different compo-
nents of an NC applicationNetwork Functionalities

• Constructing small, but critical subsystems in a robust
Effective NC relies on a number of other functionalities being manner
available essentially as standardized services. This is so ap-
plication developers do not have to implement them, and so

Techniques based on variants of temporal logic appear espe-they produce repeatable and reliable computations.
cially attractive for the above purposes (69–71).One set of functionalities is termed security (66,67). It in-

Although formal methods and tools have much potential,cludes support for authenticating the senders and receivers of
their present incarnations can usually handle only fairlymessages and ensuring access control to prevent unautho-
small systems. NC applications could have the advantage inrized users from reading or modifying data (68). Other ser-
this regard, because through the careful application of auton-vices include those for digital cash and for guaranteeing that
omy the details of the interacting modules may be hidden be-a user cannot repudiate their online commitments.
hind well-defined and compact system interfaces. However,
NC applications also require a wider range of abstractionsStandards
with which to program. These too have an obvious connection

There are a number of relevant standards. Some of these are with formal methods and are discussed later.
covered in the preceding discussion; for the others, we defer
the discussion to the cited materials. Interaction-Oriented Programming

Computing is in the midst of a paradigm shift. After decades
RESEARCH ISSUES of progress on representations and algorithms geared toward

individual computations, the emphasis is shifting to what lies
We have taken a work-flow-centered stance toward NC. This among the computations and between the computations and
stance leads naturally to two major classes of research issues, their environment. This emerging paradigm is that of inter-
corresponding to the design and analysis of work flows, re- action. Interaction goes beyond traditional parallel or dis-
spectively. We discuss some specific challenges and emerging tributed computing because it models the component com-
approaches in the following. Included also is the issue of how putations as autonomous and able to interface with an
analysis techniques might feed into the design. environment (72,73).

Interaction is precisely the metaphor with which to view
Formal Methods

computation in settings where network computing reigns.
Megaprogramming refers to programming large systems atBecause of the importance and complexity of NC applications,

it is clear that techniques are required to construct them in a the component level (74). This idea is essentially a form of
software engineering in which large modules are composed torobust manner. Formal methods as studied in software engi-
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form a large heterogeneous system. This is an inspiring vision commitments. Commitments can be canceled or updated pro-
and is addressed by the following discussion. vided any additional metacommitments are satisfied. The key

We suggested above that multiagent systems address research challenges are in creating formalisms in which a
many of these challenges quite naturally. But how may we useful range of commitments can be expressed and efficiently
construct multiagent systems efficiently, so that they gener- processed and in corresponding methodologies for system de-
ate the flexible and felicitously interacting work flows that velopment (77,78).
we desire? If the agents are constructed modularly, the main
challenge is in specifying and generating the right interac-

Quality of Servicetions. We term our approach interaction-oriented program-
ming (IOP), and include in it abstractions and techniques Traditional, that is, network-related, QoS is defined using
that capture the structure of the desired interactions and pre- measures such as keystroke delays, probability of loss of data,
serve the agents’ autonomy. We tentatively identify three lay- jitter, and throughput. Because of the increasing focus on
ers of IOP, from lower to upper: end-user work flows in NC, we broaden the classical definition

of QoS to include end-user quality characteristics such as
system reliability and availability, performance, algorithmic• Coordination, which enables the agents to operate in a
scalability, effectiveness, and quality of user–system interac-shared environment
tions. For example, users find keystroke round-trip delays of• Commitment, which reflects the agents’ obligations to
more than 250 ms unacceptable (18,79,80). In education, forone another, capturing the social structure of multiagent
lessons of about an hour in duration, studies indicate thatsystems and the norms governing their behavior
good user satisfaction requires a probability of error less than

• Collaboration, which deals with knowledge-level con-
0.05, whereas a probability more than 0.14 is unacceptable.straints on communications

To make NC applications appear truly ‘‘appliancelike,’’ the
systems must support negotiation of extended QoS guaran-

Some informal concepts, such as competition, may be classi- tees for users, monitor QoS, and adjust resource allocation
fied into different layers: bidding in an auction requires no dynamically (81). This is a complex challenge, because of the
more than coordination, whereas commerce involves commit- nature of applications and the fact that the infrastructure is
ments and negotiation involves sophisticated protocols. distributed and heterogeneous. Existing techniques for appli-

Concepts related to the above have been studied in areas cation layer QoS management are limited to static allocation
as diverse as distributed computing (DC), databases (DB), of resources. These are not suitable for the above challenge.
and distributed artificial intelligence (DAI). The DB and DC Thus, in addition to reactive mechanisms for control of QoS
work focuses on narrower problems of synchronization and violations, predictive QoS management is required (82).
eschews high-level concepts such as social commitments. For instance, although ATM solutions are intended to pro-
Thus it is less flexible but more robust than the DAI work. vide QoS support, only applications written specially for ATM
However, the complexity of NC applications demands flexibil- can take full advantage of its QoS capabilities. Some ap-
ity and their importance demands rigor. IOP is about pro-

proaches seek to establish end-to-end connections over ex-
gramming abstractions that achieve both of these properties.

isting IP solutions [e.g., Resource Reservation Setup ProtocolThe coordination layer of IOP deals with specifying skele-
(RSVP)] (83,84).tons as high-level descriptions of agent behavior that are rele-

Ongoing discussions on QoS provisioning have often de-vant to the agent’s interactions with one another. The skele-
bated whether the network can be dimensioned such thattons define what events of an agent are visible externally and
traffic requirements are unlikely to ever exceed the availablewhat properties they have. The agents interact with each
resources. However, the ‘‘infinite resources’’ argument hasother, but programatically the interactions appear to be
never been found to be true.through a distributed coordination service.

Dixit argues that there is a considerable need to monitorThe properties specify what the other agents can expect:
and model QoS not only at the network layer, but at the appli-roughly, whether they can request a task corresponding to an
cation layer as well (81). While guaranteed bounds are oftenevent, ask the agent not to perform a task, or ask the agent
achievable and provisioned for in data networks (85), they areto put off doing something until they are ready. Examples of
usually intended for network-to-network connections (see Fig.events are whether the agent will start a task (which others
3) and do not account for QoS violations resulting from end-can request) or declare a failure (which the other cannot pre-
user applications (including server and client user-level ef-vent) or declare success (which the others can ask this agent
fects). Furthermore, provisioning for such bounds is expen-not to do until they are ready). Based on the events, coordina-
sive. Tolerant and adaptive clients will be unwilling to paytion specifications can be stated that determine the accept-
excessive tariffs required to support these bounds. In addi-able behaviors of the multiagent system. The key research
tion, reserving bandwidth in advance may lead to wasted re-challenges are in defining expressive, efficiently processable
sources. Another significant issue is that the overall stochas-languages for specifying coordination requirements, produc-
ticity of the NC systems is usually not accounted for in mosting efficient algorithms for them, and relating the correspond-
existing approaches. The stochasticity that results in distrib-ing models to methodologies for system development (75,76).
uted systems due to scheduling mechanisms, resource dynam-The commitment layer introduces the logical notion of a
ics, and so on may manifest as poor QoS and may be tagged‘‘social’’ commitment, which is a relationship between two
as QoS failures unless it is explicitly incorporated in QoSagents. One or both of the agents could be a multiagent sys-
models. Application-layer monitoring is needed to provide re-tem. Agents enter into commitments voluntarily either by

saying so or by adopting predefined roles that require those liable predictive estimates of QoS in the future.
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READING LIST

Network computing is a huge area that impinges upon a num-
ber of subfields of computing. We include a list of reading to
obtain additional information about the various topics dis-

Table 2. Latency Measurements for LSB and SOMObjects

LSB SOM SII SOM DII

One-way latency 0.20 ms 2.04 ms 2.06 ms
Two-way latency 1.83 ms 4.32 ms 5.26 ms

cussed previously.

• Multidatabases: Refs. 92–96.
Therefore, in emerging networks, QoS should be provis- • Traditional and extended transactions: Refs. 6, 32, and

ioned dynamically and in a model using more unified ap- 92.
proaches, which account for the combined effects of inter- • Work-flow modeling and enactment: Refs. 36, 41, 44, and
acting NC components and layers. 97–99.

• Agents and multiagent systems: Refs. 42 and 100–104
Performance of NC Applications

• Distributed objects and CORBA: Refs. 55, 92, and 105.
The performance on an NC application can be defined in user • Applications of network computing: Refs. 14, 30, 106, and
terms [e.g., availability or reliability (81)] or more basic pa- 107.
rameters (e.g., latency and throughput). There are many fac-

• Scientific computing: Refs. 11, 50, 51, and 108.tors that influence NC performance. These include the perfor-
• Software and reliability engineering: Refs. 109–112.mance of (1) the networking infrastructure and host
• Performance evaluation: Refs. 90, 113, and 114.hardware and operating system (86,87), (2) the transport and

networking software (86,87), and (3) the middleware, which • Networking and quality of service: Refs. 87 and 115.
resides between the transport layer and the application (88). • Architectures: Refs. 14, 65, 116, and 117.
The impact of network congestion on response delay is shown

• Network-based education: Refs. 3, 16, 18, 80, 81, 118,in Fig. 4. However, one can elicit an equally poor performance
and 119.simply through inadequate tuning or weak workstations (89).

It is the combination of these factors and the operational pro-
file of the fielded application that determines its performance.

The overhead imposed by the middleware is related to its ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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